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Highlights1

Wavelet-based wavenumber spectral estimate of eddy kinetic energy: Applica-2

tion to the North Atlantic3

Takaya Uchida, Quentin Jamet, Andrew C. Poje, Nico Wienders, William K. Dewar4

• Eddies are defined as fluctuations about an ensemble mean for the North Atlantic.5

• Wavelet transform is used to estimate the wavenumber spectra and spectral flux.6

• The wavelet method is consistent with Fourier and can close the spectral budget.7

• We are able to extract the spatial anisotropy and time dependence of eddies.8

• Our wavelet algorithm scales as computing the continuous Fourier transform.9
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Abstract14

An ensemble of eddy-rich North Atlantic simulations is analyzed, providing estimates of
eddy kinetic energy (EKE) wavenumber spectra and spectral budgets below the mixed layer
where energy input from surface convection is negligible. A wavelet transform technique is
used to estimate a spatially localized ‘pseudo-Fourier’ spectrum, permitting comparisons to
be made between spectra at different locations in a highly inhomogeneous and anisotropic
environment (Uchida et al., 2023b). The EKE spectra tend to be stable in time but the
spectral budgets are highly time dependent. We find evidence of a Gulf Stream imprint on
the near Gulf Stream eddy field appearing as enhanced levels of EKE in the (nominally)
North-South direction relative to the East-West direction. Surprisingly, this signature of
anisotropy holds into the quiescent interior with a tendency of the orientation aligned with
maximum EKE being associated with shallower spectral slopes and elevated levels of inverse
EKE cascade. Conversely, the angle associated with minimum EKE is aligned with a steeper
spectral slope and forward cascade of EKE. A summary conclusion is that the spectral
characteristics of eddies in the wind-driven gyre below the mixed layer where submesoscale
and frontal dynamics are expected to be weak tend to diverge from expectations built on
inertial-range assumptions, which are stationary in time and horizontally isotropic in space.

Keywords: Wind-driven gyre, Ensemble simulation, Mesoscale eddies, Wavenumber15

spectra, Spectral budget, Wavelets16

1. Introduction17

The ocean is ‘turbulent’, implying the presence of energetic and widespread spatial and18

temporal ‘eddies’ (Stammer, 1998; Stammer and Wunsch, 1999). It is now commonly ac-19
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cepted in ocean modeling that resolving these features, at least at the mesoscale, leads to20

ocean simulations of a much more realistic nature (Chassignet and Marshall, 2008; Chas-21

signet et al., 2020, 2023; Griffies et al., 2015; Uchida et al., 2020; Constantinou and Hogg,22

2021; Xu et al., 2022), which may have important implications for climate projections (Saba23

et al., 2016; Beech et al., 2022). This implies the eddy field is an integral part of the ocean24

structure, and a necessary feature to either implicitly or explicitly include within the ocean25

component of any climate model. The computational demands of eddy-resolving resolution26

have led to the search for eddy parameterizations that faithfully capture the dynamical role27

of eddies in the absence of their explicit presence (e.g. Redi, 1982; Gent and McWilliams,28

1990; Gent, 2011; Jansen et al., 2019; Guillaumin and Zanna, 2021; Berloff et al., 2021;29

Uchida et al., 2022a; Li et al., 2023; Deremble et al., 2023, and references therein). It30

is essential therefore to understand the behavior of the eddy field in well-resolved models31

in order to ascertain the character eddy parameterizations should portray and to provide32

benchmarks for assessing the affects of any particular proposed parameterization. This pa-33

per attempts to serve these purposes by describing and applying a methodology that allows34

for spatial inhomogeneity in the mean flow to influence eddy characteristics. We analyze a35

recently developed ensemble of North Atlantic simulations (Jamet et al., 2019a,b) and use36

two-dimensional wavelet analysis to diagnose the spectral structure.37

Most available theoretical guidance on oceanic turbulence comes from quasi-geostrophic38

(QG) theory, where the combined conservations of energy and potential vorticity (PV) lead39

to predictions for specific shapes for wavenumber spectra. Surface quasi geostrophy (SQG),40

on the other hand, employs conservation of surface buoyancy instead of PV (Held et al.,41

1995; Lapeyre, 2017; Yassin and Griffies, 2022). It is generally thought that the eddy field42

should display a so-called ‘�5/3’ spectral slope as a result of an up-scale cascade of energy,43

and a ‘�3’ slope due to a down-scale enstrophy cascade (Charney, 1971). Both predictions44

are based on the ideas of inertial ranges and involve a reasonable number of assumptions.45

Locality in spectral interactions, stationarity in time and homogeneity in space are amongst46

the most prominent assumptions; a thorough discussion appears in Vallis (2006). Numerical,47

observational and laboratory investigations in relevant settings tend to support the predic-48

tions (e.g. Gage and Nastrom, 1986; Yarom et al., 2013; Callies and Ferrari, 2013; Campagne49

et al., 2014).50

The inertial-range ideas are usually adopted when venturing into the more dynamically51

complex settings of primitive equations and realistic ocean simulations (e.g. Xu and Fu, 2011,52

2012; Khatri et al., 2018; Vergara et al., 2019), although it is difficult to justify many of the53

assumptions. In particular, as will often be the focus of this paper, the presence of the Gulf54

Stream would seem to violate spatial homogeneity in the field in which the eddies are viewed.55

In addition, and perhaps at an even more fundamental level, the mix of a coherent, large-56

scale mean with an incoherent, variable component renders the definition of what constitutes57

an ‘eddy’ somewhat vague. One then questions what features should be focused on when58

constructing a spectrum (cf. Uchida et al., 2021c). This problem of identifying or defining59

ocean eddies is a well known one, with an early reference being Wunsch (1981).60

Another problem facing the quantification of the eddy field in an inhomogeneous setting61
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is a lack of available techniques for analyzing the data. A favorite, and classical, method for62

studying wavenumber spectra employs Fourier transforming momentum (e.g. Capet et al.,63

2008; Callies and Ferrari, 2013; Rocha et al., 2016; Uchida et al., 2017, 2019; Ajayi et al., 2020;64

Khatri et al., 2018, 2021). The connection between this measure and kinetic energy (KE)65

comes from Parseval’s theorem, which equates the area integrated KE to the wavenumber66

integrated spectrum67 Z

x

|u(x)|2 dx =

Z

k

û · û⇤ dk (1)68

where û is the Fourier transform of u
def
= ue1 + ve2, the horizontal velocity, and e1 and69

e2 are the zonal and meridional unit vector respectively. This permits the interpretation70

of the spectrum in terms of a wavenumber dependent energy density. However, this same71

equivalence then implies the resultant spectra are averages over the domain involved in the72

analysis. While this does not represent a conceptual problem if the domain is spatially73

homogeneous, the relation of the result to the local spectrum in an inhomogeneous setting is74

not clear. Such shortcomings have been identified by the community and have motivated the75

development of other approaches, e.g. structure functions (Poje et al., 2017; Pearson et al.,76

2020; Balwada et al., 2022) and spatial coarse graining (Aluie et al., 2018; Sadek and Aluie,77

2018; Zhao et al., 2022).78

Our primary numerical tool to tackle these questions is a recently developed eddying79

48-member ensemble of partially air-sea coupled North Atlantic simulations. These simu-80

lations have been used before in studies of North Atlantic energetics (Jamet et al., 2020b;81

Uchida et al., 2024), the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC; Jamet et al.,82

2019b, 2020c; Dewar et al., 2022), Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analyses of eddies83

(Uchida et al., 2021c), and the thickness-weighted averaged (TWA) feedback of eddies on84

the residual-mean flow (Uchida et al., 2022b, 2023a). A full description of the simulations85

appears in Jamet et al. (2019b). For our purposes, the ensemble consists of 48 members ex-86

posed to small initial-condition uncertainties (usually referred to as micro initial conditions;87

Stainforth et al., 2007) run at an ‘eddy-rich’ 1/12� resolution. A map of the surface local88

Rossby number appears in Fig. 1, displaying the expected activity around the Gulf Stream89

region, with a separation from the coastal U.S. around Cape Hatteras, and extension into90

the North Atlantic Current. Also shown are two marked locations A and B, which will be91

referred to later in the text as dynamically distinct locations within the wind-driven gyre as92

implied from the magnitude in local Rossby numbers.93

We assert that such an ensemble leads to a clear identification of oceanic eddies, namely94

as fluctuations about the ensemble mean. Specifically, we can average our simulations at any95

space and time point across our ensembles to obtain an estimate of the classical ensemble96

mean. Then, we can revisit each individual ensemble member to compute its deviation from97

the ensemble mean at that same spatial and temporal location. Inasmuch as the ensemble98

mean represents that component of the solution common to all members, we identify it as99

the predictable part of the flow. The residuals, belonging to each individual realization, are100

the ‘unpredictable’ components of the flow and are identified as the eddies. An attempt101

to rationalise this in terms of integrated KE budgets has recently been proposed by Jamet102
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A

B

Figure 1: Surface eddy relative vorticity from member 00 amongst the 48 ensemble members at 00:10,

January 1, 1967 normalized by the local Coriolis frequency. Land and coastlines are in grey; the Gulf Stream

and its extension into the open Atlantic are visible. Location A within the Gulf Stream near to separation

at Cape Hatteras is marked, as is location B in the North Atlantic. These locations will be referred to later

in the text. The dashed lines indicate the 10� ⇥ 10� domains over which the wavelet and Fourier transforms

are applied.

et al. (2022). Note that this eddy definition is independent of any arbitrarily chosen spatial103

or temporal scale, a highly desirable feature not characteristic of most definitions reliant on104

some form of spatial or temporal filtering (Chen and Flierl, 2015; Uchida et al., 2021a,c;105

Berloff et al., 2021). These eddies are the ones we propose to quantify.106

As to spectral computations, we proceed using a wavelet-based analysis. To our knowl-107

edge, the wavelet approach to wavenumber spectra was initially examined by Daubechies108

(1992) and Perrier et al. (1995) and in an oceanographic context by Uchida et al. (2023b).109

For our purposes, we will interpret the spectra computed using wavelets as an estimate of110

a localized ‘pseudo-Fourier’ spectrum, which is backed by Parseval’s equality (Uchida et al.,111

2023b). The spatial locality of these estimates permits us to examine and compare the112

variability of spectra throughout the domain.113

Our eddy definition is reviewed briefly in the next section, along with a description of114

our wavelet-based analysis methods. Section 3 presents a comparison between wavelet-based115

spectral estimates and the canonical Fourier-based estimates within the North Atlantic gyre.116

The paper ends with a Discussion, speculations on the relevant dynamics and plans for117

further work.118

2. Theory and techniques119

In this section, we describe our definition of ‘eddies’ (Section 2.1) and provide an overview120

on wavelet spectral analysis (Section 2.2).121
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2.1. Eddy Definition122

Due to the chaotic nature of the ocean (Poincaré, 1890; Lorenz, 1963), trajectories of123

eddying numerical simulations are sensitive to initial condition uncertainties (e.g. Kay et al.,124

2015; Sérazin et al., 2017; Maher et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2021; Uchida et al., 2021b; Leroux125

et al., 2018, 2022; Jamet et al., 2022; Germe et al., 2022; Romanou et al., 2023). This126

allows us to develop an ensemble of ocean simulations, differing only in small ways in their127

initial conditions; i.e. simulations based on initial states that have small differences well128

within current measurement uncertainties. It is a matter of experience that while gross129

characteristics of the resulting fully evolved states are similar (there will always be a Gulf130

Stream, for example), the mesoscale fields become incoherent. While each ensemble solution131

represents an equally valid and plausible simulation of the North Atlantic, none of them at132

any specified date will recreate the observed ocean state since the observed ocean is itself a133

single realization of the chaotic system.134

From such an ensemble, one can take an ‘ensemble mean’, which we will denote by135

brackets, i.e. for any model variable  (x, t),136

h (x, t)i =
1

N

NX

i=1

 i(x, t) , (2)137

where N(= 48) is the total number of ensemble members and the superscript i denotes the138

ensemble member. We interpret the ensemble mean as the ‘forced’ response of the ocean.139

That is, as the ensemble mean is common to all members, it reflects the common external140

conditions imposed at the boundaries of the system. In our case, these common conditions141

consist of the prescribed atmospheric states and the open ocean boundary conditions at the142

northern and southern domain boundaries and the Strait of Gibraltor (Jamet et al., 2019b).143

The eddy field is denoted by deviations of  about the ensemble mean144

 i0(x, t) =  i(x, t)� h (x, t)i . (3)145

Each member, i, having its own eddy field thus identifies the eddies as an unpredictable146

component of the flow. Note that the ensemble mean in (2) is inherently a function of space147

and time, a feature which permits the examination of the non-stationary and inhomogeneous148

character of the statistics. It is a strength of the ensemble dimension, being orthogonal to149

the space-time dimensions, that these features of non-stationarity and inhomogeneity are150

preserved.151

Finally, we note that the ensemble mean structure of the ocean is not independent of152

the eddies, rather the non-linear equations of motion for the ensemble mean involve second-153

order measures of the eddies as part of their balance. Fluctuations about the mean in154

any realization are, in turn, constrained by the lower-order statistics of the mean and eddy155

contributions.156

2.2. Spectral Considerations157

We depart from the classical Fourier approach to compute wavenumber spectra for our158

non-periodic and inhomogenous settings, noting that the utility of wavenumber spectrum159
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emerges largely from Parseval’s equality. We base our spectral analysis on wavelet decom-160

positions. Here, we provide a brief overview.161

Given a function of two spatial dimensions, f(x), its continuous wavelet transform is162

given by163

f̃(s,�,�) =

Z

x

f(x)
1

s
⇠⇤(RRR�1

·

✓
x� �

s

◆
) dx , (4)164

where RRR�1 is the inverse of the rotation matrix165

RRR�1 =

✓
cos (�) sin (�)
� sin (�) cos (�)

◆
, (5)166

for rotation through an angle �. The quantity s is referred to as the ‘scale’, � (2 R2) is the167

two-dimensional coordinates of interest, ⇠(x) is the so-called ‘mother’ wavelet and ⇠(RRR�1
·168

(x� �) /s) in (4) are the daughter wavelets. The quantities f̃ are the wavelet coefficients.169

Subject to a few, relatively easy to meet conditions (Uchida et al., 2023b), the original data170

can be reconstructed from the wavelet coefficients via an inverse wavelet transform171

f(x) = C
Z

�

Z

�

Z

s

1

s4
f̃(s,�,�)⇠(RRR�1

·

✓
x� �

s

◆
) ds d� d� (6)172

where C is a constant, to be clarified below. Exploiting the properties of wavelets, it is173

possible to show they satisfy a generalized Parseval’s equality174

Z

x

f(x)g(x) dx = C
Z

�

Z

�

Z

s

f̃ g̃⇤

s3
ds d� d�, (7)175

with (·)⇤ the complex conjugate. Note, if f = g, (7) corresponds to the Parseval’s equality176

in (1).177

We employ the so-called Morlet wavelet (Morlet et al., 1982; Gabor, 1946), i.e.178

⇠(x) =
�
e�2⇡ik0·x � c0

�
e
�x·x

2x20 , (8)179

where c0 is a constant included to insure that the wavelet has zero mean
R
x ⇠(x) dx = 0.180

The central wavenumber k0 is taken to be k0 = (k0, 0) and the quantity x0 is a reference181

length scale, here taken to be 50 km, viz. the length scale of the mother wavelet. The182

zonal orientation of wavevector k0 is arbitrary as we will rotate the orientation with RRR. We183

will choose k0 = 1/x0, in which case the constant c0 is quite small and generally ignored184

(i.e. c0 = 0), a convention adopted in this paper. Plots of (8) are found in Fig. 2. Note185

that the Morlet mother wavelet consists of a wave of wavelength L = x0 inside a Gaussian186

envelope of decay scale
p
2x0. Thus for s = 1 and � = 0, the wavelet coefficient produced by187

this transformation comments on the presence of the wavenumber k0 = (k0, 0) at location �188

in the original data. Increasing the rotation angle � and filtering returns information about189

the presence of the same wavelength at angle �. Finally allowing s to vary modifies the filter190

so that the primary wavelength of the filter is k = 1/(sx0). The Morlet wavelet coefficient191
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Figure 2: Structure of the Morlet wavelet with the reference length scale x0 = 50 km. A contour plot of the

real part of the mother Morlet wavelet is shown in the left panel. Transects of the real and imaginary parts

along the dashed line appear in the right panel.

can thus be thought of as a spatially ‘local’ Fourier transform at wavenumber kT
0 ·RRR�1(�)/s,192

where the superscript T denotes a transpose.193

At this point, the scale factor in (4), s, is non-dimensional. It is more traditional in194

oceanography to discuss energy spectra in terms of wavenumber. As pointed out above, the195

effective wavenumber associated with s is k = 1/(sx0) = 1/s0, where the quantity s0 has196

units of length. Upon some algebra, one may transform (7) (with f = g) to wavenumber,197

k = 1/s0, space, ending with198

Z

x

f 2(x) dx =
1

C⌅

Z

�

Z

k

Z

�

f̃ ⇤f̃kx2
0 d� dk d� , (9)199

where C⌅ =
R
k

⌅̂⇤⌅̂
k·k dk and ⌅̂ is the Fourier transform of the mother wavelet (cf. Uchida200

et al., 2023b). Note, C = C�1
⌅ in (7).201

If we now produce wavelet coefficients for the zonal and meridional eddy velocities u0i
202

and v0i from member i of our ensemble, and manipulate them appropriately, we obtain203

K i
K(�,�, k) =

1

C⌅

ũ0iũ0i⇤ + ṽ0iṽ0i
⇤

2
x2
0k , (10)204

as a measure of energy density in wavelet transform space. Each value of K i
K is a ran-205

dom number as each ensemble member possesses a ‘random’ eddy field emerging from the206

non-linearities in the system. Ensemble averaging those values returns an estimate of the207

ensemble-mean energy spectrum as a function of wavenumber k in direction �. The spatial208

locality of the mother wavelet permits the interpretation of KK(s,�,�) = hK i
K(s,�,�)i as209

the local energy spectrum at location � (Table 1).210

In calculating the wavelet coefficients, we spatially interpolate each 10� ⇥ 10� domain211

centered around each ⌦ in Fig. 1 onto a uniform grid (cf. Section 3). The wavelet transform212

appropriate to the scale factor s was then taken between [kmin
F , kmax

F ] with 40 monotonic in-213

crements where kmin
F and kmax

F are the minimum and maximum Fourier wavenumbers respec-214

tively leaving us with 47 increments, and angle � with the resolution of ⇡/18 radian (= 10�)215
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between [0, ⇡). The scaling was then truncated at scales below 50 km and appended with216

scales corresponding to the Fourier wavenumbers to increase the wavenumber resolution at217

higher wavenumbers. The spatial integration of the product of the wavelet and the data is218

the wavelet coefficient for each location. The computational cost of our wavelet transform219

Python package (Uchida and Dewar, 2022) scales as one would take the continuous Fourier220

transform, i.e. O(n2) unlike O(n lnn) as in fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms where221

n is the size of data (Uchida et al., 2021d).222
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Table 1: Notation of the variables and description. The def-
inition for the spectral budget terms is given in Appendix A.
R[·] indicates the real part.

Mathematical notation Description
K = 1

2 |u|
2 Total kinetic energy (TKE)

K# = 1
2 |hui|

2 Mean kinetic energy (MKE)
hK i = 1

2h|u
0
|
2
i Eddy kinetic energy (EKE)

KK = 1
2C⌅

D
ũ0

⇤
ũ0 + ṽ0

⇤
ṽ0
E
x20k EKE spectrum

TK = 1
C⌅

R

h
hũ0⇤ · ũ0

ti

i
x20k Spectral tendency of EKE

PK = �
1
C⌅

R

h
hũ0⇤ · ]rh�0i

i
x20k Spectral pressure work to EKE

AK = �
1

C⌅
R

h
hũ0

⇤ ^(v ·ru0)i+ hṽ0
⇤ ^(v ·rv0)i

i
x20k

= �
1

C⌅
R

h⌦
ũ0

⇤ ^(v ·ru)0
↵
+
⌦
ṽ0

⇤ ^(v ·rv)0
↵
�
⌦
ũ0

⇤ ^v0 ·rhui
↵
�
⌦
ṽ0

⇤ ^v0 ·rhvi
↵i
x20k

Spectral transfer of EKE

DK = 1
C⌅

R

h
hũ0⇤ · fX 0

i

i
x20k Spectral diabatic terms of EKE

MtEK = �
1
C⌅

R

h⌦
ũ0

⇤ ^v0 ·rhui
↵
�
⌦
ṽ0

⇤ ^v0 ·rhvi
↵i

x20k Spectral shear production
"K(k) =

R
k>AK() d Spectral flux of EKE
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3. Results223

In this section, we examine the kinetic energy (KE) and spectral flux from the two224

locations in Fig. 1 at the surface and below the mixed layer (z = �3, �452m respectively).225

The depth of 452m was chosen to be within the general wind-driven circulation but well226

beneath the mixed layer in order to avoid KE input from convective events (cf. Uchida et al.,227

2022b, their Fig. 2b), in our case parametrized by the K-profile parametrization (KPP;228

Large et al., 1994). The 48-member ensemble outputs used in this study are instantaneous229

snapshots every five days starting at 00:10, January 1, 1967; no temporal averaging has been230

applied. By this date, four years after the initial ensemble generation, ensemble statistics231

have saturated. Similar spectral analyses at location A, performed on the same date at232

10-year intervals in the available 50 years of five-day averaged outputs (not shown) produce233

statistically equivalent results.234

Prior to taking the wavelet transforms, the fields were linearly interpolated onto a uniform235

grid. In order to account for the finite-volume discretization of MITgcm, we first weighted236

the velocity fields by the grid area. The velocities were then linearly interpolated onto the237

uniform grid and divided by the area also interpolated onto the uniform grid. The uniform238

grid spacings were taken as the minimum spacing per 10�⇥10� domain centered around each239

location in Fig. 1. The wavelet transforms are taken at the single grid point at the center of240

the 10� ⇥ 10� domain while the fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) are taken over the 10� ⇥ 10�241

domain.242

3.1. The wavelet and Fourier approach243

One of the major differences between quasi geostrophy and primitive equations is that244

advection is two-dimensional (2D) in the former and three-dimensional (3D) for the lat-245

ter. It can be argued that for primitive equations, the eddy velocity defined about the246

thickness-weighted averaged residual mean, which reduces to 2D under adiabatic conditions,247

corresponds to the QG eddy velocities under order-Rossby number fluctuations in the layer248

thickness (Young, 2012; Marshall et al., 2012; Maddison and Marshall, 2013; Aoki, 2014;249

Loose et al., 2022; Uchida et al., 2023a; Meunier et al., 2023). Nonetheless, the spectral250

flux of KE and enstrophy have commonly been examined in geopotential coordinates (e.g.251

Capet et al., 2008; Arbic et al., 2013; Khatri et al., 2018, 2021; Ajayi et al., 2021; Storer252

et al., 2022). Due to the discrepancies between quasi geostrophy and primitive equations253

in geopotential coordinates, there is no guarantee that the inertial-range theory should hold254

for the latter. In this section, we examine the agreement between the wavelet and Fourier255

approach, and to what extent the spectra and spectral fluxes in geopotential coordinates are256

consistent with QG predictions. We also include contributions from vertical advection unlike257

studies using satellite observations where only the horizontal velocities are available (Scott258

and Wang, 2005).259

3.1.1. Spectral Estimates260

We start by comparing the wavenumber spectra of eddy-KE (EKE; Table 1) derived from261

wavelet and traditional Fourier methods at locations A and B. While wavenumber spectra262
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have commonly been computed for total-KE, our interest in EKE stems from geostrophic263

turbulence alluding to eddies. Prior to taking the Fourier transform, land cells surrounded264

by ocean were linearly interpolated over and filled in with zeros otherwise. A standard Hann265

window was then applied to make the data doubly periodic. No windowing was applied to the266

wavelet approach. In all cases, bootstrapped confidence intervals are provided by randomly267

resampling (with replacement) from the 48 ensemble member energy densities 9999 times.268

As shown in Fig. 3, the two approaches agree well in their spectral estimates. Such a269

similarity between Fourier and wavelet estimates have also been identified in doubly periodic270

homogeneous QG simulations where Fourier modes are best suited (Uchida et al., 2023b).271

As expected, EKE at location A is orders of magnitude larger than at location B. The272

wavelet spectra peak around 300 - 500 km for both locations, a feature the Fourier approach273

is unable to capture due to low wavenumber resolution at small wavenumbers. The overall274

spectral slopes are around �3 at the surface but steepen with wavenumber and significantly275

below the mixed layer. A least-squares best fit to the spectra between roughly 250 - 80 km at276

z = �452m suggests a �3.93 and �3.75 power law at locations A and B respectively, which277

is considerably steeper than either the �5/3 or �3 energy and enstrophy inertial-range laws278

emerging from standard scaling analysis of quasi geostrophy.279

3.1.2. Spectral Budgets280

In the ocean, it is unlikely that the sources and sinks of energy are localized in wavenum-281

ber as assumed by standard, idealized inertial-range theories. Estimates of the scale-dependence282

can be made by explicitly computing wavelet-transforms of the ‘dynamics’, i.e. transforms283

of all the terms in the spectral budget of eddy momentum284

TK = PK +AK + MtEK +DK , (11)285

where the notations are summarized in Table 1. A derivation of each term is given in Ap-286

pendix A. Our form of pressure work consists only of the wavelet transforms related to287

�hu0
·rh�0

i. Adding and subtracting hw0b0i respectively and using the hydrostatic relation-288

ship demonstrates that exchanges between potential and kinetic energies are contained in289

this term (e.g. Uchida et al., 2024). We do not consider potential energy explicitly here,290

leaving this as a topic for consideration elsewhere.291

The relative contributions of terms in the spectral budget computed at location A are292

shown in Fig. 4 where the residual (grey dashed line) is seen to be negligible. Namely, we293

are able to close the EKE spectral budget with wavelets, exemplifying their utility. Pos-294

itive values indicate a source for the EKE reservoir and negative values a sink at a given295

wavenumber. At the surface, the balance is largely between pressure work and dissipation296

due to KPP (Fig. 4a), an indication of turbulent Ekman dynamics carrying significance and297

pressure work counterbalancing Ekman transport. Although peaking at scales about 300 km,298

dissipation is broadband in wavenumber. Below the mixed layer, contribution from convec-299

tive events reduce significantly (DK ⇠ 0) and the largest values from the dynamics belong300

to pressure work and advection, which sum up to the tendency (Fig. 4b). However, all the301

quantities, except for advection with positive values, are indistinguishable from zero at the302

95% confidence level.303
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Location A

a) b)

d)c)

Location B

Figure 3: Isotropic (azimuthally-integrated) EKE spectrum KK(k) using the wavelet and FFT approach

from z = �3m (top) and z = �452m (bottom) at locations A (left) and B (right; indicated in Fig. 1).

The wavelet spectra is shown as black curves and Fourier as red curves on January 1, 1967. The land cells

are interpolated over for the FFT approach. The colored shadings indicate the 95% bootstrap confidence

interval. Power law with the slope of �2 is indicated with grey dotted-dashed lines, �3 with grey dashed

lines and a best fit between 250 - 80 km with grey dotted lines.

As an effort to reduce the uncertainty in the spectral budget, we exhibit the budget304

when it is spatial averaged over eight neighboring grid points of location A (viz. nine grid305

points in total including location A; Fig. 4c). The spatial averaging is taken after the wavelet306

budget is computed at each grid point for each ensemble member. Indeed, we are leveraging307

the spatial locality of wavelet transform (4) at each grid point. In this context, Fourier308

spectra can be considered as a spatial average of spectral estimates over the entire 10� ⇥ 10�309

domain centered about location A (equivalent to 120⇥116 grid points; Uchida et al., 2021c).310

Comparing Figs. 4b and 4c, the uncertainty noticeably reduces by merely averaging the311

spectral estimates over neighboring nine grid points while capturing the local properties in312

space within the Gulf Stream extension. Namely, the mean estimate in solid curves remain313

nearly identical between Figs. 4b and 4c. We acknowledge that neighboring points are likely314

correlated with each other so the degrees of freedom in estimating the uncertainty is smaller315
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than 9 ⇥ 48 upon averaging over nine grid points. Upon examining the uncertainty when316

averaged over four grid points, the uncertainty decreased compared to Fig. 4b but was still317

larger than Fig. 4c (not shown). The non-conservative term is expected to be very small as we318

are below the mixed layer (DK ⇠ 0). The advection AK is positive across all wavenumbers,319

which would imply a forward cascade of energy (blue curve in Fig. 4c). The pressure work320

term, while noisy, tends to peak at around 250 km (red curve in Fig. 4c), so QG theory might321

argue for an upscale energy cascade at smaller wavenumbers (Vallis, 2006). This is not what322

we find (i.e. AK > 0), however, arguing for a deviation from quasi geostrophy in our results.323

The forward KE cascade in the vicinity of Gulf Stream separation has also been documented324

in previous studies (Aluie et al., 2018; Contreras et al., 2023). While small in magnitude,325

the energy input from shear production tends to be positive at the smallest wavenumbers326

(MtEK & 0; green curve in Fig. 4c). In conjunction with a forward EKE cascade, it is likely327

that around location A, the eddies are forced by the mean flow at largest scales, which drives328

a downscale cascade.329

While the Fourier approach is also able to close the budget (Fig. 4d), in contrast to the330

spectra (red curves in Fig. 3), the uncertainty in Fourier estimates of the spectral budget331

is much larger than the wavelets estimates (Fig. 4c). This is surprising because Fourier332

transform is based on a two-point correlation function which is a global operator and results333

in a spatially averaged estimate over the entire domain of which the transform is taken334

(Uchida et al., 2021c). The large uncertainty is partially due to windowing artifacts at335

smaller wavenumbers given that the uncertainty increases with decreasing wavenumber (cf.336

Aluie et al., 2018; Uchida et al., 2023b), and potentially attributable to conflating different337

dynamical regimes within an inhomogeneous flow, e.g. the relatively narrow separated Gulf338

Stream path and flows about it.339

Figure 5 documents the spectral budget at location B. Similar to location A, at the sur-340

face, the balance is largely between pressure work and dissipation. At the smallest wavenum-341

bers, the energy input from wind stress is negative (FK < 0, cyan curve in Fig. 5a; Renault342

et al., 2016; Uchida et al., 2024). The uncertainty is large but again notably reduces when av-343

eraged over neighboring nine grid points around location B while retaining the same structure344

in the mean spectral estimates (solid curves in Fig. 5b, c). Interestingly, unlike about loca-345

tion A where there is a persistent mean flow, the shear production is negligible (MtEK ⇠ 0).346

The Fourier estimate is severely hampered by the windowing effect and low wavenumber347

resolution at small wavenumbers (Fig. 5d).348

Hereon, the wavelet spectra are computed at a single grid point while the spectral bud-349

gets and fluxes are averaged over nine neighboring grid points given the size of uncertainty350

(Figs. 3, 4c and 5c). We will also focus on below the mixed layer (z = �452m) where energy351

input from surface convection is negligible.352
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3.1.3. Spectral Fluxes353

Using the wavelet transforms, we can also diagnose the spectral flux of EKE354

"K(�,�, k) = �
1
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Z

k>
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↵
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where v = u+we3 is the three-dimensional velocity, e3 the vertical unit vector, R[·] indicates358

the real part and  is a dummy variable (Table 1). Positive values indicate a forward cascade359

towards smaller scales and negative values an inverse cascade towards larger scales. The EKE360

spectral flux (12) is re-arranged in a way to achieve machine precision in the spectral budget361

(Appendix A) but corresponds to362

D
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Figure 6 shows the isotropic (azimuthally-integrated) spectral flux of EKE for both the363

Fourier and wavelet approaches. There is a general agreement between the two estimates364

(within 95% confidence intervals) and both approaches indicate a forward EKE cascade at365

all available spatial scales (Fig. 6), although its significance is much smaller about location366

B. Neither location indicates the existence of an inertial range where the energy flux might367

be considered scale independent and constant over a range of wavenumbers. The forward368

cascade about location A is likely powered by the energy exchange with the mean flow at369

the smallest wavenumbers (Fig. 4c). Consistent with the budgets, the Fourier spectral flux370

has much larger uncertainties than the wavelet approach, the former likely affected by the371

windowing procedure (cf. Aluie et al., 2018; Uchida et al., 2023b). Physically, the divergence372

in the ensemble-mean estimates between the two approaches is attributable to the EKE flux373

locally about locations A and B compared to the flux averaged over the 10� ⇥ 10� domains.374

3.2. Oriented spectra and spectral flux375

At any spatial location, �, we compute KK(k,�) for 18 orientation angles taken between376

� = [0, ⇡). We define energy maximal/minimal angles as those angles resulting in the377

maximum/minimum integrated energy across all scales in the wavelet decomposition. Plots378

of the wavelet spectra at energy maximal/minimal wavelet orientation angles, along with the379

respective angles, are shown for locations A and B in Fig. 7. The directions of maximum and380

minimum energy are nearly orthogonal and closely coincide, respectively, with the meridional381

and zonal directions at both locations.382

We first examine the location close to the Gulf Stream separation point, as seen in Fig. 1383

(location A; Fig. 7a), which exhibits the highest energy levels (close to 103 (m2 s�2)/cpm)384

within the North Atlantic basin. Figures 3b and 7a differ in the fact that the former is385
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azimuthally integrated while the latter is not. A dashed line indicating a �3 slope appears386

in grey; the spectrum aligned with the angle associated with maximum energy has a shallower387

slope than the angle associated with minimum energy but still tends to be steeper than �3388

at lower wavenumbers, and then transitions to an even steeper decay for higher wavenumbers389

as already observed in Fig. 3b. A statistically significant signal of anisotropy is apparent,390

characterized by enhanced energy in the meridional direction relative to the zonal direction.391

This is likely an imprint of the Gulf Stream on the eddy field due to the roughly zonal392

orientation of the separated Gulf Stream.393

Location B (Fig. 7b) comes from ostensibly the interior of the general circulation where394

one might anticipate QG dynamics would govern. Mean flows are weak and do not exhibit395

much structure on the deformation scale, generating conditions in which isotropy might be396

anticipated. In accord with these expectations, the energy level is much lower than location397

A. Beyond this, however, the results are quite surprising. Most unexpectedly, the spectra398

exhibit statistically significant anisotropy, in a sense similar to that at location A. Namely,399

North-South (nominally) spectra are more energetic than East-West spectra. The spectral400

slope in the North-South direction is close to �3 but is steeper in the East-West direction.401

This is difficult to ascribe to canonical isotropic QG dynamics. In short, our quantitative402

measures of the eddy field in the ocean interior do not meet with inertial-range expectations.403

404

Aligned with the orientation of maximum and minimum levels of EKE, the EKE spectral405

flux are shown (Fig. 7c, d). There is a rough correspondence between the spectra and flux406

where the angle with the least amount of EKE with steepest spectral slope is associated with407

a larger forward cascade of EKE. Conversely, the angle with the highest amount of EKE and408

shallowest spectral slope indicates an inverse cascade.409

Along with the spectra, we exhibit the eddy anisotropy angles defined as (Waterman and410

Lilly, 2015)411

# =
1

2
arctan

✓
2hu0v0i

hu02 � v02i

◆
. (14)412

The angles north of 30�N show no coherent patterns while there is some indication of a slight413

north-eastward self-organization of angular patterns south of 30�N (Fig. 8), which may be414

resulting from beta-plane turbulence (Maximenko et al., 2005; Galperin et al., 2004, 2006).415

In particular, Danilov and Gurarie (2004) demonstrated that under beta-plane turbulence,416

isotropic energy spectra had higher power than zonal energy spectra across all spatial scales,417

which tends to be consistent with the anisotropy we observe in our spectra.418

3.3. Temporal variability419

The ensemble dimension allows us to examine the temporal variability of the wavenumber420

spectra. The temporal stability of the results above can be assessed by conducting the same421

analysis on data five and 10 days later in time. The energy input from the mean flow to422

eddies remains positive and relatively stationary over time at location A (MtEK > 0; green423

curves in Figs. 4c and 9c, e). It is negligible at location B (MtEK ⇠ 0; Figs. 5c and 9d, f).424
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TK largely fluctuates with PK at both locations A and B (Fig. 9c - f) and is not stable425

in sign. Namely, the pressure work is largely passed onto the tendency term, which might426

suggest signals propagating through location A from its surroundings. As the ensemble mean,427

which captures the oceanic response to atmospheric forcing, is removed from the spectral428

calculations, the signals are likely due to oceanic intrinsic variability including mesoscale429

eddies and perhaps also planetary waves. In contrast, the spectral flux is persistently positive430

and significant at the 95% level for scales above ⇠ 50 km at both locations (Fig. 9g, h).431

Despite the large fluctuations in EKE tendency, the spectra seem remarkably stable in time432

(they are virtually indistinguishable from each other through January 1 – 11; Figs. 9a, b).433

Figure 10 documents the EKE and slopes of isotropic EKE spectra at the surface and434

z = �452m throughout the year of 1967. The slopes at the surface tend to be shallower than435

at depth. Consistent with previous studies (e.g. Uchida et al., 2017; Ajayi et al., 2020; Khatri436

et al., 2021), there seems to be a seasonality of shallower slopes during winter-to-spring and437

steeper slopes during summer-to-autumn at the surface but the seasonal signal tends to be438

dulled at depth. Interestingly, the shallower slopes do not directly translate to higher levels439

of EKE at the surface (dashed curves in Fig. 10a, b). Focusing on below the mixed layer,440

the EKE spectral flux largely tends to be positive about location A (Fig. 10c) but an inverse441

EKE cascade emerges about location B between spring and autumn (March - November) at442

scales of 250 km (Fig. 10e). At location A, shear production from the mean flow is overall443

positive (MtEK & 0; Fig. 10d). While MtEK is predominantly negative at location B, the444

magnitude of it is an order smaller than the spectral flux (Fig. 10f).445

We end this section by documenting the annual mean of the ensemble-averaged wavelet-446

based isotropic spectral budget and flux at location A and B. The temporal averaging was447

applied by taking the ensemble-based budgets every 15 days to allow for temporal decorre-448

lation. At location A, the large fluctuations in pressure work and EKE tendency tend to die449

off at scales below 300 km (Fig. 11a). Shear production from the mean flow seems relatively450

stable in time, which implies a stable mean Gulf Stream, and is always in the direction of en-451

ergizing the eddies at the largest scales (MtEK > 0; Figs. 4c, 9a, c and 11a). Interestingly, at452

location B the signal of pressure work persists and remains a leading-order term in the EKE453

budget (Fig. 11b). Shear production at this location from the mean flow remains negligible.454

The EKE spectral flux indicate a forward cascade at location A across all scales (Fig. 11c)455

while an inverse cascade emerges at scales larger than 200 km for location B (Fig. 11d). In456

conjunction with Figs. 9f and 10e, this implies that even though the EKE cascade is upscale457

as a net over time at location B, consistent with previous studies examining the time-mean458

view of EKE cascade, there are times where the cascade can be downscale.459

4. Conclusions and discussion460

Using a relatively novel wavelet approach applied to an ensemble of eddy-rich North At-461

lantic simulations, we claim we can compare local oceanic eddy-kinetic energy (EKE) spectra462

from several spots within the general circulation characterized by vastly different dynamics463

(Grooms et al., 2011). While some studies have expanded their analyses to characterize the464
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spectral structure on a global scale (Storer et al., 2022, 2023), here, we have been interested465

in the other tail end of the spatial range. Specifically, we compare spectra locally within the466

Gulf Stream extension to those found in the gyre interior. The motivation for these com-467

parisons arise from: i) a parameter-free definition of an ‘eddy’, and ii) interest in clarifying468

the description of eddies in this heterogeneous field dominated by an ensemble-mean Gulf469

Stream and relatively quiescent interior. We anticipated that the Gulf Stream would im-470

print the eddy field with an anisotropic structure, but that the gyre interior would be much471

simpler and isotropic (Pedlosky et al., 1987). Although earlier studies had warned that the472

separated Gulf Stream might not be quasi-geostrophic (QG; Aluie et al., 2018; Jamet et al.,473

2020b; Contreras et al., 2023), we nonetheless expected to see evidences of up-scale energy474

cascades at scales beyond the deformation radius, and down-scale cascades at shorter length475

scales.476

Several relatively robust characteristics emerge from our calculations, almost none of477

which aligned with our hypotheses. As expected, the near separation Gulf Stream was found478

to be anisotropic at the 95% confidence level. However, beyond this, our analysis yielded479

surprising results. An examination of spectral flux in the near Gulf Stream argued for down480

scale energy cascades across the spectrum and yielded essentially no evidence for an up-scale481

flux (Figs. 6 and 10), although the inverse cascade emerges later into the year about location482

B. The forward EKE cascade in the Gulf Stream extension is likely powered by the energy483

input from the mean flow at the largest scales (Figs. 4c, 9a, c and 10c). Conversely, the484

input from mean flow to the eddies being negligible at location B likely allows for the inverse485

EKE cascade to emerge. We also find that the direction of energy cascade is time and angle486

dependent, a deviation from inertial-range arguments where stationarity and isotropy are487

assumed.488

In summary, we argue the North Atlantic eddy field is found in an unavoidably inhomo-489

geneous environment (Uchida et al., 2021c), and exhibits characteristics that we currently490

have little theoretical guidance to interpret. The steep spectral slopes could be ascribed to491

numerical viscosity (Arbic et al., 2013; Uchida et al., 2017), intermittency in the turbulence492

cascade (Vallis, 2006), surface quasi geostrophy (SQG) with a varying interior stratification493

(Callies and Ferrari, 2013; Yassin and Griffies, 2022), or deviation from quasi geostrophy in494

the Gulf Stream region. A regime governed by SQG would result in a shoaling of the spectral495

slope towards the surface, which is what we indeed see from Figs. 3 and 10b. It is unclear,496

however, how deep into the real ocean SQG would penetrate as the governing mechanism497

for turbulence (Miracca-Lage et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2023). The steepness is also partially498

attributable to the lack of submesoscale turbulence in our ensemble, which has been demon-499

strated to shoal the EKE spectra (Capet et al., 2008; Chassignet and Xu, 2017; Ajayi et al.,500

2020; Schubert et al., 2020; Khatri et al., 2021), and us analyzing below the surface mixed501

layer where mixed-layer instability occurs (Boccaletti et al., 2007; Özgökmen et al., 2011;502

Uchida et al., 2017, 2019, 2022c). Preliminary findings show, however, that even at 1/50�503

resolution, the spectral slope remains significantly steeper than �3 below the mixed layer504

(z = �412m) in the separated Gulf Stream region (Supplementary Material; Figs. S2 and505

S3). In the highly stratified Gulf Stream region, the presence of leading-order vortex-tube506
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stretching may be emphasized, a deviation from quasi geostrophy where isopycnal fluctua-507

tions are constrained to be on the order of small Rossby number. Further examination on508

the level of deviation from (surface) quasi geostrophy below the mixed layer is left for future509

work but there is some indication from in-situ observations that our steep spectral slopes in510

the interior may not merely be a model artifact (Steinberg and Eriksen, 2022, their Fig. 10,511

panel sg045). While our ensemble was never developed with the observations of the Deep512

Western Boundary Current in mind, it is able to capture the KE variability about frequen-513

cies corresponding to 30 - 50 days observed in the Line W mooring data (Supplementary514

Material, Fig. S1; Andres et al., 2016). Finally, and perhaps most unexpectedly, anisotropy515

in the computed spectra is apparent at a location within the gyre interior, a location where516

we a priori expected it to be horizontally isotropic; the anisotropy could be an artifact of517

beta-plane turbulence (Fig. 7).518

The goals of this paper were to apply the wavelet-based technique for estimating the EKE519

wavenumber spectra and its spectral flux in realistic simulations where the usual assumptions520

of homogeneity and isotropy are clearly suspect. We have demonstrated that the wavelet521

method is not inconsistent with the canonical Fourier approach but with the additional522

strengths of: i) negating the necessity for the data to be periodic, ii) flexibility in defining523

the wavenumber resolution via the scaling s, and iii) being able to extract the local anisotropy524

in the flow through the rotational matrix RRR (cf. Uchida et al., 2023b). As was noted in Uchida525

et al. (2023b), our approach is complementary to the growing body of literature on spectral526

methods attempting to overcome the shortcomings of the Fourier approach: Aluie et al.527

(2018); Sadek and Aluie (2018); Schubert et al. (2020); Zhao et al. (2022); Buzzicotti et al.528

(2023) and Tedesco et al. (2023) where they use a spatial filter to examine the KE spectra529

and cross-scale transfer, Lindborg (2015); Balwada et al. (2016, 2022); LaCasce (2016); Poje530

et al. (2017) and Pearson et al. (2020) where they implement structure functions, Jamet531

et al. (2020a) where they employ a Green’s function, and Uchida et al. (2021c) where they532

use Empirical Orthogonal Functions. Barkan et al. (2021) and Srinivasan et al. (2022) apply533

the filtering method in both the spatiotemporal dimensions. It is true that the eddy field is534

not expected to be stationary, although this is a topic that has not received serious attention535

in this paper. Based on characteristic time scale arguments ⌧ = KK/TK , one might expect536

the spectra at scales above 100 km to vary on the timescales of ⌧ ⇠ 104 – 105 seconds ' 0.1 –537

1 days looking at Figs. 3c, d, 4c, 5c and 9. Interestingly, EKE and its spectra below the mixed538

layer seem remarkably stable over time (Figs. 3, 9a, b and 10a, b) whereas its tendency TK539

fluctuates rapidly with time (Figs. 4, 5 and 9c - f). While the ensemble technique permits the540

examination of the time dependence of eddy spectra and spectral flux, we have only touched541

upon it here (Fig. 10). A more complete examination of the cross-scale eddy energy transfers542

is also desirable and possible within the ensemble framework. And with it, one can examine543

in more detail the eddy dynamics to address the question of anisotropic up- and down-scale544

energy transfers. These are amongst the next set of items we intend to address.545

A highly related and separate issue involves the examination of potential energy fluxes.546

We have here looked solely at the KE spectra. QG theory in its predictions for up and down547

scale cascades involves the combined kinetic and potential energies of the flow (Vallis, 2006).548
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However, in contrast to QG theory, where the resulting total energy is quadratic and positive549

definite, primitive equation settings in geopotential coordinates bring no such guarantees as550

dynamic enthalpy is virtually a linear term (h =
R
g�1b(⇥, S,�) d�; Young, 2010; Uchida551

et al., 2024) and buoyancy b is not sign definite where ⇥ is conservative temperature, S is552

absolute salinity and � is the dynamically non-active part of hydrostatic pressure; the TWA553

framework, on the other hand, suggests a (quadratic) positive-definite total eddy energy554

when the equation of state for density is linear or when the amplitude of perturbations are555

on the order of small Rossby number (cf. Maddison and Marshall, 2013; Aoki, 2014; Loose556

et al., 2022; Uchida et al., 2022b, their Appendix A). How to address the role of potential557

energy in non-linear cascades and its impact on KE anisotropy is left for future work.558
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Appendix A. Spectral budget586

One of the desirable properties of taking the averaging over the ensemble dimension is587

that the wavelet transform and averaging operator commute with each other, i.e. h̃·i = fh·i,588

owing to the ensemble dimension being orthogonal to the spatiotemporal dimensions.589

Appendix A.1. Total kinetic energy590

The MITgcm diagnostics outputs were saved for each term in the total momentum591

budget592

ut + v ·ru+ f ⇥ u = �rh�+X , (A.1)593

where X is the non-conservative diabatic term consisting of dissipation and contribution594

from KPP. The spectral budget of total kinetic energy (TKE; K = |u|2/2) is constructed by595

taking the dot product of total horizontal momentum vector with (A.1)596

Kt + v ·rK = �u ·rh�+ u ·X . (A.2)597

Thus, the mean TKE spectral budget becomes598
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599

C⌅ is computed using the xrft Python package (Uchida et al., 2021d). The horizontal KE600

spectral flux often examined by other studies is encapsulated in the advective terms of (A.3).601

Appendix A.2. Mean kinetic energy602

The ensemble mean kinetic energy (MKE; K# = |hui|2/2) equation is given by taking the603

dot product of mean momentum vector with each terms in the mean momentum equation604

huti+ hvi ·rhui+ hv0
·ru0

i+ f ⇥ hui = �hrh�i+ hX i , (A.4)605

viz.606

K#
t + hvi ·rK# = �hui ·rhh�i � huir · hv0u0

i � hvir · hv0v0i+ hui · hX i607

= �hui ·rhh�i �
⇥
r ·

⌦
v0

· (hui · u0)
↵
� hu0v0

i ·rhui
⇤
+ hui · hX i .

(A.5)
608

On the other hand, in obtaining the MKE budget terms to machine precision, we re-609

run MITgcm every five days from the ensemble-mean state. Equivalently, we solve for the610

momentum equation as a initial-value problem where the initial condition is given as the611

ensemble mean state every five days612

huti+ hvi ·rhui+ f ⇥ hui = �hrh�i+ hX i , (A.6)613
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and MITgcm diagnostics outputs were saved for each term in (A.6) upon running it for a614

few time steps. This allows us to diagnose the divergence of the Reynolds stress, r · hv0u0
i,615

to machine precision by taking the difference between the ensemble mean of total momentum616

equation (A.4) and (A.6). Taking the dot product of the mean momentum vector with (A.6)617

yields the prognostic MKE (pMKE) budget as an initial-value problem618

K#
t + hvi ·rK# = �hui ·rhh�i+ hui · hX i . (A.7)619

Notice that (A.7) differs from (A.5) by r ·
⌦
v0

· (hui · u0)
↵
� hu0v0

i ·rhui.620

Appendix A.3. Eddy kinetic energy621

TKE can be expanded as622

K =
1

2
|hui+ u0

|
2

623

= K# + K + hui · u0 , (A.8)624

where K = |u0
|
2/2 so625

hv ·rKi =
⌦
(hvi+ v0) ·r(K# + K + hui · u0)

↵
626

= hvi ·rK# +
⌦�
hvi+ v0�

·rK
↵
+ hv0

·r(hui · u0)i . (A.9)627

Hence, subtracting (A.5) from the ensemble mean of (A.2) yields628

hK it + hv ·rK i = �hu0
·rh�

0
i � hu0v0

i ·rhui+ hu0
·X 0

i , (A.10)629

where we see the mean flow and eddies exchanging energy via the term hu0v0
i ·rhui some-630

times referred to as shear production in the turbulence literature.631

In order to achieve machine precision in closing the eddy kinetic energy (EKE) budget632

using the MITgcm diagnostics package outputs, we rearrange (A.10) as633

hK it = �hu0
·rh�

0
i � (hv ·rK i+ hu0v0

i ·rhui)| {z }
=hu0·(v·ru)0i

+hu0
·X 0

i634

= �hu0
·rh�

0
i � [hu0

· (v ·ru)0i � hu0v0
i ·rhui]� hu0v0

i ·rhui+ hu0
·X 0

i .
(A.11)

635

The spectral budget of EKE, therefore, becomes636

1

C⌅

D
ũ0⇤ · ũ0

t

E
x2
0k

| {z }
TK

=�
1
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E
x2
0k

| {z }
PK
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(cf. (11)) where AK is equivalent to �
1
C⌅

hD
ũ0⇤ ^(v ·ru0)

E
+
D
ṽ0

⇤ ^(v ·rv0)
Ei

x2
0k, and MtEK640

is the KE exchange between the mean and eddy flow.641
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Figure 4: Isotropic EKE spectral budget (11) at the surface and below the mixed layer at location A. At the

surface, there is an additional term due to wind stress FK(k) (a). ABK(k) stems from the Adam-Bashforth

time stepping. Panel (b) exhibits the budget at location A at z = �452m while (c) exhibits it when averaged

over neighboring nine grid points surrounding location A. Panel (d) shows the Fourier budget where land

points are interpolated over and data are windowed prior to taking the FFT. The colored shadings indicate

the 95% bootstrap confidence interval.
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Figure 5: Same as Fig. 4 but for location B.
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Location A Location B

a) b)

Figure 6: Isotropic EKE spectral flux "K(k) at location A (a) and B (b) from z = �452m on January 1,

1967. The former is equivalent to AK(k) in Fig. 4c, d integrated in wavenumber and latter in Fig. 5c, d.

The wavelet approach is averaged over neighboring nine grid points. The FFT approach has the land cells

interpolated over and is windowed while neither are applied for the wavelet approach. The colored shadings

indicate the 95% bootstrap confidence interval.
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Figure 7: Wavelet-based EKE spectra KK(�, k) plotted along the orientation of maximum and minimum

energy from z = �452m at locations A (a) and B (b) on January 1, 1967. The angles, associated with the

maximum and minimum energy at each location, are color coded. The 95% bootstrap confidence intervals

are shown in colored shadings. Power law with the slope of �3 is indicated with the grey dashed line. The

lower panels exhibit the EKE spectral flux "K(�, k) oriented along the maximum and minimum energy about

locations A (c) and B (d).
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Figure 8: The eddy ellipse angle # at z = �452m on January 1, 1967. The lime-colored markers ⌦ indicate

locations A and B.
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Figure 9: Isotropic wavelet-based spectra KK(k) between January 1 – 11, 1967 from z = �452m at locations

A and B (a, b). Isotropic wavelet-based spectral budget on January 6 and 11, 1967 from z = �452m (c - f).

Isotropic wavelet-based spectral flux "K(k) between January 1 – 11, 1967 from z = �452m (g, h). The spectra

and spectral flux on January 1 are identical to those in Figs. 3 and 6 but are added here for comparison.

The budgets and fluxes are averaged over nine neighboring points.
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Figure 10: Time series of EKE at locations A and B (a) and of isotropic EKE spectral slopes at locations

A and B (b). Dashed curves show the slopes at the surface while solid curves for z = �452m. Location A

is in blue and B in orange curves. The slopes were estimated by fitting a line to KK(k) at scales between

250 - 80 km. EKE spectral transfer AK(k) and shear production MtEK(k) integrated over scales below 80 km,

250 km and 500 km are shown for location A (c, d) and B (e, f) at z = �452m.38
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Location A Location B

Figure 11: Annual mean of terms with significance in the ensemble-averaged wavelet-based spectral EKE

budgets at location A (a) and B (b) at z = �452m. The annual mean is taken after ensemble averaging the

budgets every 15 days. Annual mean of EKE spectral flux "K(k) at location A (c) and B (d).
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